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 Generally accepted that good corporate governance
(CG) is all about leadership

 Leadership has been studied for quite some time 

 Coporate scandals Ethical leadership
Responsible leadership (RL: terminis technicus for
values-driven leadership + ideal for (business) 
leadership)

 RL revolves around values, trust, integrity, honesty

 Integrity widely acclaimed as the foundational
virtue for (business) leadership and CG

 Incident in Banking Sector in NL: Integrity 2.0?



To build a case for replacing
‘integrity’with ‘honour’as the 
foundational virtue for
responsible leadership in the 
banking sector.



 Conceptual analysis

- Walker and Avant (2011)
Determine aims and purposes of analysis
Identify all uses of concept
Determine defining attributes
Identify a model case; related/contrary cases; antecedents
and consequences
Define empirical referents

- Näsi (1980)
Create a knowledge foundation
Conduct an external analysis (vs other related concepts)
Conduct an internal analysis (breaking into parts)
Draw conclusions



 The Case: ABN Amro

 Conceptualising ‘Responsible Leadership’

 Conceptual analysis of ‘Integrity’

 Reflection on the virtues: Aristotle a.o.

 Megalospuchia + ‘honour’ in history

 Conceptual analysis of ‘Honour’

 Comparison: ‘Integrity’ vs ‘Honour’

 Conclusions

 Application: Implications for King III



 The Story
- ABN Amro = state owned bank (€22 Billion)
- Cut of ca 1000 jobs (2014): financially sound
- EB – pay increase of €100 000,00 each (x6)
- Public and political outrage; delay of IPO

 Reactions from society and politics
- MP’s: ‘moral reprehensible behaviour’, ‘alien

universe’
- Labour union: ‘culture of greed’
- Media: ‘shameful behaviour’ and ‘loss of public 

trust’



 Defence president of supervisory board:

- Salary increase based on a democratic and legally
binding decision (by a previous government 2012)

- EB renounced salary increase for two years = sign
of magnanimity & goodwill

- Increase much lower than international standards

- Stockholders approved

- Known to the minister of finance

- Dutch parliament was informed on time

- Bank acted with full transparency

- Bank acted in honesty and with integrity (Banking 
Code 2009: duties performed with integrity & care) 



 Conclusion

The leaders of ABN Amro did not do 
anything wrong: they acted within the 
boundaries of the law and in conformity
with the rules of integrity, i.e. with
honesty, openness and transparency. 



‘A relational and ethical phenomenon, 
which occurs in social processes of 
interaction with those who affect or are 
affected by leadership and have a stake
in the purpose and vision of the 
leadership relationship’

(Maak & Pless (2006))



 Leadership values:

- Care

- Morally conscious

- Open towards diversity of stakeholders
inside and outside of the corporation

- Aware of and understand the 
responsiblities of business in society



Moral sensitivity regarding the impact 
business decisions and behaviours have 
on the different stakeholders like the 
state, customers, employees, 
shareholders and nature.

(Stückelberger & Mugambi, (2007))



 Virtues that steer responsible leadership:

- Integrity (honesty, openness, transparency)
- Modesty (free from greed)
- Servitude (serve common good and cause)
- Forgiveness (accepts own mistakes & forgives

others)
- Empathy (care for others)
- Faithfulness (to values and promises)
- Carefulness (prudence in management & 

resources)
- Ethical courage (in defending & implementing

ethical values)



 Responsible Leadership is a 
relational and ethical phenomenon
that embraces moral sensitivity
towards the impact of business 
decisions and behaviour and which
is steered by integrity. 



 Definitions (Online Dictionaries: Mirriam-
Webster; Dictionary.com; Vocabulary.com)

- Incorruptibility; soundness of moral principle
that no influence or power can impair; firm
adherence to a code of moral or ethical values

- Completeness; unity; state of being

- Honesty; uprighteousness; sincerity

- Personal quality of fairness



 Defining attributes based on theory

- Combination of coherent virtues such as reliability, 
care, sincerity and dignity (Van Es)

- Steadfastness and non-susceptibility to 
temptations of self-enrichment; actions can stand a 
moral test, moral self-respect and pride (Karssing)

- Strength of character which includes honesty & 
truthfulness, authenticity & sincerity, internal
sence of moral coherence and unity (Petersen & 
Seligman)



 Defining attributes based on theory (cont.)

- A personal characteristic associated with being
true and consistent with one’s personal
standards, thereby indicating a wholeness of 
character (Archer)

- A model of trustworthiness, dependability, 
virtue; to be one’s true (good) self; one’s life fits 
together as a coherent, virtuous whole
(Solomon)



 Antecedents

Bankers who act responsibly and are 
incorruptible, trustworthy, honest and true to 
their internal sense of moral coherence.

 Empirical referents

Living  up to the moral and ethical code of 
conduct in banking sector: integrity and care: 
upholding interest and reputation of the bank, 
stakeholder centrality (interests of clients, 
shareholders, employees); compliance with the 
law, regulations and codes of conduct; 
openness, confidentiality in high regard.



 ABN AMRO’s leaders apparently lived up to 
integrity, which is regarded determinative for their
‘internal sense of coherence’ and ‘moral selfrespect’ 
= RL

 Yet they did not live up to the expectations of 
politics and society

 It seems that integrity did not offer a basis solid
enough for receiving the public’s trust and respect. 

 Therefore Q: Is there a virtue that covers the same
ground as integrity AND live up to public values
and expectations?



- Intellectual virtues: understanding (nous),  
science (episteme), philosophy (philosophia), 
skill (techne) and prudence (phronesis)

- Moral/character virtues: ca 24 virtues. Courage 
(fortitude), justice, temperance and prudence
[cardinal virtues]. Other: friendliness, 
generosity, magnificence, magnanimity, wit, 
mildness, truthfulness, prone to shame, wisdom, 
proper indignation and ‘small honour’ 

- Integrity is not on the list, but has developed
into a ‘master virtue’ since it coordinates all 
character traits constitutive of living a good life
(Cox, La Caze & Levine, (2014))



- Yet: Aristotle conveyed a ‘forgotten’ virtue which is seen 
as the ‘crown of the virtues’ (Ross (2009), Boozer (2009)): 
megalopsuchia.

- Devettere: megalopsuchia = magnanimity = (Lit.: ‘great 
soul’ or ‘moral grandeur’). Transl.: dignity or pride
(‘ordered whole/totality’: ornament, honour, credit, 
nobility, generosity) = moral virtue (Russel)

- Crisp: megalopsuchia= character/moral virtue, since it 
depicts doing good to others (generosity) in the domain 
of ‘great honour’

- Aristotle: honour = closest to the moral ideal of the 
completely good and virtuous person = central (respect, 
(self)worth, nobility of spirit: influences all other virtues)



 Council of Judgement, Cape Town (1782): ‘there is 
nothing more precious or valuable after life itself 
than the maintenance of honour & reputation’.

 Today in Western world: honour = old fashioned 
concept, dropped out of business ethics together 
with loyalty and shame, because emotions were 
pushed back due to radical individualism, the loss 
of a sense of Aristotelian virtue and the current 
emphasis on policies and principles (Ross & 
Boozer)



 Premodern times: honour: extrinsic conception, 
depicting restoration of cosmic orders and 
status hierarchies

 Modern times: vocabulary of honour has 
become an important intrinsic tool that helps to 
construct a unique, private and inner identity 
based on the good

 Postmodern rendering: honour focuses on the 
multiplicity of a self  that is saturated with 
various and discontinuous practices of 
discourse

(Barret & Sarbin, 2008)



 Definitions (Online Dictionaries)

- Respect given to someone who is admired 
because of merit, worth, rank, status; 
accomplishments; recognition; esteem

- Good reputation, as judged by others; public 
fame or glory; good name

- Personal integrity: high moral standards of 
behaviour; knowing and doing what is right, 
avoiding fraud, dishonesty or deceit

- Pride



 Defining attributes (based on theory)
- There are different kinds of  honour: appraisal 

respect to people who have achieved something 
great and recognition respect to people due to 
certain capabilities (Appiah) 

- It inscribes both external value (prestige, shame, 
face, esteem, affiliated honour, glory) and 
internal value (honourableness and dignity) to 
persons and groups (Oprisko)

- Underlying dimensions are self-respect, moral 
behaviour and social status/respect (Cross et 
al)



 Defining attributes (based on theory) (cont.)

- It is related to family honour (respect for family 
name), social honour (integrity and social 
interdependence), masculine (virility and 
defending the family’s name) and feminine
honour (chastity and modesty on behalf of the 
family’s name) (Guerra et al)

- It is related to the virtues of competiveness
(enhancing status and fairness) and 
magnificence (magnanimity, nobility and 
generosity) (Demetriou)



 Antecedents
Bankers who receive public/societal respect and 
recognition based on moral integrity, good 
reputation, enhancement of the status of the bank, 
fairness, and who have a spirit of nobility and 
generosity.

 Empirical referents
Living up to (a) the moral and ethical code of 
conduct in the banking sector (see empirical referents 
of integrity) and (b) personifying and reproducing 
public/societal ideals and values as a reflection of 
magnanimity/pride, accountability and (mutual) 
respect. 



 Integrity
Acting responsibly and being incorruptible, 
trustworthy, honest, caring, open and true to one’s
internal sense of moral coherence AND living up to 
applicable laws, ethical codes and regulations (of the 
bank), and exerting confidentiality

 Honour
Receiving public/societal respect and recognition based
on moral integrity, good reputation, enhancement of the 
status of the bank, fairness, a spirit of nobility and 
generosity AND living up to the ethical code of the 
bank. Honour in this context is thus the personification
and reproduction of public/societal ideals and values
that are related to magnanimity/pride, accountability 
and (mutual) respect (i.e. between the bank and society)



 Integrity misses an explicitly formulated social
dimension (= primarily concerned with
legislative obedience (compliance to the law, 
regulations and codes) and with honesty and 
transparency)

 Honour broadens the scope of integrity, it
encompasses and complements integrity with a 
dimension called second-personal authority = 
perspective one takes when adressing claims or
demands or requests of other people, based on
mutual answerability and respect (Darwall) 



 The central issue concerning responsible 
leadership is moral sensitivity towards the 
impact of business decisions and behaviour on 
all stakeholders

 Moral sensitivity in the case of integrity (ánd
care) especially regards compliance with the 
law, regulations and codes (in this sector)

 Moral responsibility in the case if honour
especially regards mutual answerability, 
mutual respect and projective empathy



 The moral sensitivity ascribed to responsible 
leadership matches the character trait/virtue of 
honour better than integrity, because it 
embraces/incorporates/complements integrity 
with a ‘second-personal authority’ dimension.

 ABN AMRO adhered to integrity as a norm, 
while the public evaluation was based on a 
broader set of values (e.g. solidarity, distrust, 
dissatisfaction with growing inequality, etc.)

 Therefore honour seems to be a more fit 
foundational virtue than integrity in this sector.



 Q:  Presupposing that the analysis is 
valid, what are the implications for
the ethical foundations of King III?



 Good governance = effective leadership

 Leadership values:  responsibility, 
accountability, fairness and transparency AND  
based on moral duties found in Ubuntu

 Leaders lead company towards performance 
on all 3 levels of the tripple bottomline: 
sustainable economy, society & environment 

 Leaders: responsible for (a.o.) ensuring that
integrity permeates all aspects of the company

 Conclusion: ‘ethics (or integrity) is the 
foundation of, and reason for, CG’



 Ethics (moral duties) of CG (integrity?) 
comprises: conscience (act with intellectual
honesty , independence of mind, in best interest 
of the company, avoiding conflicts of interest);  
inclusivity of all stakeholders in decision-
making & their legitimate interests and 
expectations, (care for the affairs of the 
company); competence (knowledge & skills for
effective governance);  commitment to good
performance  & compliance and courage (taking
risks alligned with good & sustainable
enterprise and acting with integrity in decisions
and actvities)



 Ubuntu = communitarian philosophy
emphasising values like caring, reciprocity, 
sharing, compassion, hospitality, cohabitation, 
cooperation, tolerance (Taylor) and virtues like
compassion, tolerance and harmony (West)

 Metz: an action is right if it promotes shared
identity among people grounded on good will, 
and is wrong if it fails to do so (based on the 
harmony principle of Ubuntu).

 Taylor: an action is right if it promotes
cohesion and reciprocal value (e.g. mutual
respect) among people and wrong if it
damages relationships and devaluates people



 Taylor: concludes that the moral duties
expressed by King III are fundamentally values
(e.g. courage = a value required to take risks
and act with integrity)

 Taylor: no explicit expression of Ubuntu in the 
elements of comptence, commitment and 
courage (given that Ubuntu refers to cohesion, 
reciprocal value, no damage to relationships
and no devaluation of people)

 Implication: Ubuntu values do resonate in 
conscience (best interest of all) and inclusivity



 Arguing for integrity as a foundational
virtue for responsible leadership in King III 
could benefit from conceptual
refinement/can be more robust

 Ubuntu values cater for the second-personal
authority lacking in integrity sec

 Q. Does this imply that honour is an obsolete 
virtue in the African context – especially
regarding responsible leadership?
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